
 
Podcast Episode 45 - Coaching and Intuition 

[00:00:00] The other thing that it helps me do is because I'm listening harder. It helps me 

notice patterns with language that they're using. If there's particular words that they're 

using or particular ways of saying things, because those things are just as important and 

there may be a reason. But this particular word keeps coming up and sometimes that can 

intuitively lead me down another. 

Great, hello. Welcome to the coaching hub podcast. We've made your host Ruth kid fee. 

If you're a coach or you're coaching, curious base is the place for you. We're going to be 

talking all things, coaching. Pastoral development, business development, and a really fun 

way. You're going to have live coaching sessions, or you're going to come away with tools 

and techniques that you can practically use and take away. 

If you enjoy this podcast, I would love you to subscribe. And if you really enjoy it, give 

[00:01:00] me your review. Hello, welcome. To another, in my series where I'm speaking to 

people who have done my coach training or also on it and were talking about how 

coaching has helped them. I am absolutely delighted to have Sarah Atkins here. 

Sarah helps creative entrepreneurs with chaotic brains, which I was laughing about, which. 

So I think I know quite a few of them, and she's going to be talking about today, 

specifically how coaching has helped her in order to tap into and trust her intuition. So 

welcome, Sarah. Hi, Ray. Thanks for having me. 

That's okay. Bye. Talk to us about, about this. Talk to us about the tapping into your 

intuition. Yeah, so obviously through coaching training, we ended up getting a lot of 

coaching ourselves and I mean, you've said to us before, and actually we know as 

coaches ourselves, that you can't really take [00:02:00] anyone as deep. 

Unless you've been there yourself and throughout the coaching training, and obviously 

with loads and loads of coaching ourselves, lots of things kind of worked through. And I 



discovered a limiting belief that I didn't believe that I could trust myself. And I think that 

all kind of came down to my intuition or I got questioned or my intuition in a big event 

when I was at university. 

Hm. And I think what that ended up transpiring is that I couldn't trust my intuition or it 

wasn't trustable. So I think over the years, I don't, I wasn't consciously doing it obviously, 

but I lost that trust in myself and I lost that trust in my own intuition. So through coaching. 

We started talking about an a G transference and things that we were noticing. 

And one of the biggest changes for me was when we were going through neuroscience 

and we talked [00:03:00] about sort of nonverbal cues, visual things, and I recognize that 

I'm a visual learner. And actually when I turn the video camera, Oh, I can't see. And I'm 

not being guided by what I'm seeing in front of me. I have to listen harder. 

And that's when my intuition started kicking in, it took a few sessions, I would say to really 

trust that what I was thinking that was coming up, questions that kind of popped into my 

head, the right ones for the right moment. And once I started going with that, um, cause 

sometimes the questions come up as you know, and you're not entirely sure why they've 

popped into your head. 

Yeah, but as soon as the client starts responding and then you have that light bulb 

moment, you're like, that's why I needed to ask that question. Hmm. And in terms of my 

energy, what that did for my energy levels and [00:04:00] coaching sessions was just like, 

Oh, it's kind of skyrocketed me really. I think so. 

Actually, what I love that I'm hearing that is that when you realized that. You didn't need 

to have the camera on your depth of listening, went through the rape and that men, but 

you were also able to tap into your intuition and those gifts that you have, which helped 

your clients transform better. 

Absolutely. And it was some really big tangible differences. In my coaching sessions, they 

were much more focused. The feedback I got was that they were much deeper from 

clients themselves. They were really surprised at how. Much deeper it went and how much 

more came up. And the more I did it, like I said, the more I did it. 

And when I conduct all my coaching sessions now with no video camera, we do them 

over the phone or over zoom, but no video and their [00:05:00] transformations are just 



incredible. Like the conversations that we have and. What I love is that from what I see in 

clients as well is actually they, they are more impactful, like on a deeper level. 

So it's not just, they're not just saying things or responding to things in a way that is to 

kind of keep me happy or think that it's what I want to hear. And it's also about those 

things. So for example, I had a client the other day and she's the feedback. The 

immediate feedback from the session was she thought that was really good. 

Yeah, obviously triggers a chain of further thinking that they do beyond the session and a 

couple of days, or I think it was a day after our session. I saw all of the stuff that she was 

posting on social media and because it's a business client and you think I just, you get 

that warm feeling, you think? 

Yes. You've got it. And you've run with it and you've carried on with it. So it's that ripple 

effect that it [00:06:00] can then have once you kind of tap into my intuition where I'm sort 

of guiding them in the questioning because you know that there's more to it. And then 

you kind of intuitively know that there's something else there and other stuff then carries 

on beyond that session. 

So it's that ripple effect is so impactful. And I love the fact that this has all come about 

from. The neuroscience section when we talked about actually that if we want to access 

different areas of the brain, not having the video on is very important. And I think that 

there are so many people that I think we need to have video on. 

We need to have video on, but actually when we have video on, there is so many 

distractions. As a coach, what we can be doing is we can be a giving people cues by our 

facial expressions. So if we're [00:07:00] smiling, if we are, you know, if our faces are a 

certain way and they take that as a cue, yeah. People are responding to the cues that they 

see on our faces, which may then cloud the session. 

And I guess what you were saying as well, is that kind of, yeah. Old school psychology 

experiment, or a fact where they, the client wants to please the card. Yeah. If they read 

something off or interpret something and that can actually in a way be directive in itself. 

Yes. And I'm quite as a person. I know I'm quite expressive in my face and I think. 

One of the things that I discovered with the first sort of few clients that I had is that they 

were really looking to me for the answers. And because I worked with creatives, most of 



them are quite visual. And I guess it's, it's understanding who your clients [00:08:00] are 

and the type of people, because different people will have different. 

Things in different ways of learning. And, but a lot of, like I said, worked with a lot of 

creative entrepreneurs. So a lot of them are quite visual in terms of learning. So they were 

looking at me and I think just having that own awareness and awareness of what they're 

doing has really kind of helped. Up level the coaching skills for sure. 

And the other thing that it helps me do is because I'm listening harder. It helps me notice 

patterns with language that they're using. So if there's particular words that they're using 

or particular ways of saying things, because those things are just as important and there 

may be a reason that this particular word keeps coming up and sometimes that can 

intuitively lead me down. 

Another rate. So the power of coaching, we've always, yeah. [00:09:00] Only in helping 

clients go deeper, but also in helping you tap into your intuition. Yeah. What else would 

you say about your intuition and how it's been that secret weapon for you? Well, I, like I 

said, at the beginning, I believe I lost faith with that intuition and. 

I now have so much more evidence to show myself that actually I am a highly intuitive 

person and I'd been kind of bottling that away or suppressing that in, in a way. And by 

trusting myself, then by creating that new evidence, it has led me to follow other things 

intuitively. So. In terms of the way that I'm coaching the way I'm pivoting my business. 

And so I've been [00:10:00] introducing human design. So what I now do is, and human 

design is a relatively new science. So I guess. To some outsiders outside of the field that 

don't really understand what it is, may sound a bit risky. And, and that's actually the 

source of my limiting belief around my intuition back at university. 

I didn't follow my intuition. I followed what other people told me to do. And it turned out 

that actually I should've followed my intuition and that, that was where the trust thing 

happened. But for me now, I participated in a great program last year, thinking it was all 

about this particular group program, but it led me to discovering more about human 

design, working with my own human design, introducing it to clients, facilitating even 

bigger insights in terms of their current ways of being deconditioning from limiting 

beliefs, patterns of behavior. 



And I can apply the neuro science. Approach [00:11:00] to creating new ways of being, 

but this tool, because I use human design, it's in swell. There, there are definite purists 

when it comes to him design, but I use it as a tool because I think you need to use it with 

a certain amount of discernment. I don't believe that we all fit into boxes. 

I believe that we're all different and we're all subject to different influences. Whether that 

be parents, environmental, whatever. What I do do with that tool is that helps me and the 

client to identify where they may be out of alignment. So. It looks that your energetic flow 

in the way that your energy is designed to flow through you as a human being and what 

can happen if you're trying too hard to be something that you're not. 

So it's purely as a tool that I use it. And then we use the mirror science to explore how 

they would like to be in terms of energetics and you know, where they want to be, what 

direction they want to go in and what makes them feel good. [00:12:00] And. The reason 

I've gone down that route is because I've realized by following my own intuition, I know 

intuitively what is right, what feels good. 

And it's about trusting into that, leaning into that and finding ways of making that 

happen. And that's where you create those new behaviors. You create those new habits 

and. Build those neural pathways to create what it is that you intuitively know you need or 

want in your life. Brilliant for trust. 

Yeah. Intuition sounds like a bit of being open. Not Shita we're doing a program that you 

believe something's going to happen and being open that something else will happen 

actually about that trust that the right thing is going to happen. Yeah. Well, one of the 

things that I did learn about my own human design is I am a generator type. 

So I am, if I [00:13:00] follow my intuition and my strategy, I am magnetic. I will draw the 

things to me that I need and that I want, and that happens with clients as well. And I know 

that we again did cover this in entrepreneur. We tend to. Draw the clients towards us. And 

we ended up coaching and areas that we actually may need coaching in ourselves is one 

of the things, obviously we still need to have coaching supervision or coaching 

mentoring, like in our peer groups, because those things do come up. 

And I did the more I did tap into that intuition, the more I did draw those things to me, 

the more it's happened, that those things, those right clients. It's it's the magnetics of it 

and it's all energy and yeah. Yeah. It could be all this and that. Yeah. Okay. So where 

would you [00:14:00] go from here? What's next for Sarah? 



Oh, this is an enormous question. What's next for me is basically human design is 

relatively new in the UK. There are only a few people doing it. It's very big in America, but 

I believe that's how coaching started as well. It was very much seen as an American 

corporate thing, but I mean, we're in a massive rise up and I do believe coaching is such 

an explosive industry and. 

Different people will do things in different ways. And I think I've found my way. So it's 

about, for me, I want to get my message across how human design can help people, 

because I think it's a powerful tool, whether you use it in coaching, whether you do it out 

of your own curiosity and. There's so much that you can learn. 

You can learn it by yourself. You can go through it and learn through other means. You 

can work through it with a coach. You can use it in lots of different ways, but I want to sort 

of [00:15:00] spread my message and grow that, grow my business, do more teaching 

and yeah, take it from there. Really. Um, the interesting thing is you mentioned teaching, 

this is Sarah, like me is from an education background. 

And as she is now an ACC accredited coach with the ICF. So she was not fast grape of 

trainees. And she's that she's done amazingly. She's actually going to be one of the 

trainers all in the coach training program moving forward. So if you did enjoy, you may 

well get some of the Sarah magic and intuition sprinkled on UT. 

I'm so excited about that. You have no idea. I'm really excited. And this is what I find 

really interesting is we're recording now with video off. But we can feel each other's 

emotions. I know that she's excited and I'm taking on that excitement actually I'm 

amplifying it. We're doing transfers and cams transfer it through, have a positive emotion. 

[00:16:00] Absolutely. So if people have really connected with you and what you're saying, 

and especially that, that piece of our human design, where can they find you? So I'm most 

active on Instagram. So I am just Sarah dot M dot Atkins on Instagram. I do have a 

Facebook page, but it's going to be changing as I transitioned into my business, or I've 

got my website, which is www dot Sarah Atkins, design.com. 

Brilliant. Thank you so much for coming on here. And I'm sure that everyone would have 

learned a lot about. Listening to that intuition, trusting that intuition. And I'm sure that a 

few people are going to be thinking, okay. It's probably a bit more to this coaching lot 

tonight. Thank you so much, Sam. 



Thanks for having me. Thank you for listening to the coaching hub podcasts with me. Ruth 

could say, if you enjoy this, I would love you to join [00:17:00] my Facebook group, the 

coaching community for more of the same. 
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